EDGEPOINT CREED
The partnership commitments and beliefs
We established EdgePoint to grow wealth for our investors. In pursuit of this goal, we put in place a foundation of
commitments governing our company. Our commitments, as well as the belief from which each was born, are
here:

01 We will put our investment partners (investors and their advisors) first in all business decisions
We believe that investors and their advisors should be treated as our investment partners. When faced with a decision,
we’ll be guided by the belief that what matters is our investment partners and what’s important to them.

02 We will consistently adhere to our investment approach
We believe in our deceptively simple investment approach: Buy good, undervalued businesses and hold them until the
market recognizes their full potential. We believe this requires an ability to think independently and a commitment to
embrace the thorough research required to uncover opportunities that the market doesn’t fully appreciate.

03 We will partner with financial advisors
We believe that investors should seek out professional financial advice. A skilled and principled financial advisor can offer
effective advice in helping reach financial goals. We hope advisors will recommend EdgePoint but understand that they
may not. We believe that’s their value to their clients: independent objective advice.

04 We will focus on delivering superior service to our investment partners
We believe in the importance of highly responsive service, especially when you’ve entrusted us with your investments.

05 We will invest in our investment products alongside our investment partners
We believe that our employees should invest their personal wealth in the company’s products. We believe that a
personal commitment to products by employees fosters a strong sense of accountability and ensures that employees'
interests are aligned with those of our investors.

06 We will use investment results and not asset growth as our benchmark for achievement
We believe in the importance of being investment led as opposed to sales and marketing driven. We believe the
difference between these two types of organizations is material. A sales- and marketing-led company spends more time
and money gathering assets than it does investing the money it has already gathered. An investment-led company
focuses the majority of its efforts on building wealth.

07 We will build a distinct culture where our employees think and act like owners
We believe that employees who think and act like owners make better long-term decisions. We believe long-term
thinking from our employees will enhance the long-term wealth of our investment partners.

08 We will communicate with our investment partners regularly and honestly
We believe informed investors and advisors make better decisions. We believe the ingredients of success in the wealth
management business are investment performance and reputation. We believe that the bond between both is setting
expectations through open and honest communication.

09 We will endeavour to keep “it” simple
We believe achieving superior investment performance isn’t simple. Nevertheless, aspects of the investment
management industry have become unnecessarily complex. We’ll endeavour to keep our offerings, our company and our
interactions with our partners as simple as we can.

Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses may all be associated with mutual fund investments. Please read the prospectus
and Fund Facts before investing. Copies are available from your financial advisor or at www.edgepointwealth.com. Mutual funds are not guaranteed,
their values change frequently and past performance may not be repeated. This is not an offer to purchase. Mutual funds can only be purchased
through a registered dealer and are available only in those jurisdictions where they may be lawfully offered for sale. This document is not intended to
provide legal, accounting, tax or specific investment advice. Information contained in this document was obtained from sources believed to be reliable;
however, EdgePoint does not assume any responsibility for losses, whether direct, special or consequential, that arise out of the use of this information.
Portfolio holdings are subject to change. EdgePoint mutual funds are managed by EdgePoint Investment Group Inc., a related party of EdgePoint
Wealth Management Inc. EdgePoint® and Owned and Operated by Investors TM are registered trademarks of EdgePoint Investment Group Inc.
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